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The highly conserved ﬁrst 23 residues of the inﬂuenza hemagglutinin HA2 subunit constitute the fusion domain, which plays a
pivotal role in fusing viral and host-cell membranes. At neutral pH,
this peptide adopts a tight helical hairpin wedge structure, stabilized by aliphatic hydrogen bonding and charge–dipole interactions. We demonstrate that at low pH, where the fusion process
is triggered, the native peptide transiently visits activated states
that are very similar to those sampled by a G8A mutant. This mutant retains a small fraction of helical hairpin conformation, in rapid
equilibrium with at least two open structures. The exchange rate
between the closed and open conformations of the wild-type fusion peptide is ∼40 kHz, with a total open-state population of ∼20%.
Transitions to these activated states are likely to play a crucial role in
formation of the fusion pore, an essential structure required in the
ﬁnal stage of membrane fusion.
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roteins play a central role in stabilizing the high-energy intermediates of membrane fusion (1), with critical roles in
biology as diverse as synaptic vesicle fusion (2), membrane remodeling (3), and cellular entry of enveloped viruses (4). The
inﬂuenza glycoprotein hemagglutinin is responsible for receptor
binding and membrane fusion upon viral infection, and has been
the subject of numerous detailed studies (5). Hemagglutinin is a
homotrimer of two subunits, the product of a posttranslational
cleavage of HA0 into HA1 and HA2, whose C-terminal helix
traverses the outer membrane of the virus. A “spring-loaded”
conformational change driven by a pH decrease in the endosome
activates the HA2 domain of hemagglutinin for fusion (5, 6). The
N-terminal 23 residues of HA2, which are quite hydrophobic and
highly conserved across all serotypes, are often referred to as the
fusion peptide or fusion domain. In the fusion-active state, the
fusion peptide is projected from a coiled-coil stem to become anchored in the host-cell membrane. The importance of the fusion
peptide to membrane fusion has been underscored by mutational
studies, which have shown an arrest in fusion activity upon even
the most conservative mutations in this domain (7).
As was demonstrated in the 1980s by Lear and DeGrado (8),
the 20-residue N-terminal peptide of HA2 sufﬁces to promote
fusion of unilamellar vesicles. Whereas this 20-residue peptide
was reported to adopt a static open boomerang-shaped kinked
helix structure, based on 1H-only NMR spectroscopy (9, 10), 15N
NMR revealed a high degree of dynamic disorder (11, 12). By
contrast, the 23-residue N-terminal peptide of HA2 adopts a
highly ordered, tight helical hairpin structure (11) with a ridge of
conserved Gly residues lining the inner face of the two adjacent
helices. The hairpin is stabilized by a charge–dipole interaction
between the positive charge of the Gly1 α-amino group and the C
terminus of the second helix (13), as well as by four interhelical
aliphatic H-bonds (13) of a type commonly found in transmembrane proteins (14). The side chains of the structure are
segregated in an amphiphilic pattern such that the bulky hydrophobic groups are embedded in the lipophilic core of the
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detergent micelles, or of membrane-mimicking bicelles, and
the hydrophilic surface interacts with the aqueous solvent (11,
15). The helical hairpin structure points to the structural basis of
many of the mutations that decrease fusion activity for the peptide. For example, mutations at the N terminus (G1Δ, L2Δ)
disrupt the charge–dipole interaction, and mutations at the
packing interface between the two helices (A5V, G8A) destabilize the hairpin structure (16–18).
In dodecylphosphocholine (DPC) micelles, the 23-residue fusion
domain, HAfp23, retains a high population of the hairpin structure
when the pH is lowered from 7 to 4 (11). However, it is believed
that the fusion peptide structure must reorganize to enable formation of the fusion pore required at the later stages of fusion (19).
Previous experimental evidence also points to transient structural
changes taking place in the fusion peptide upon acidiﬁcation: the
backbone 15N transverse relaxation rates at pH 4 become elevated
for a number of its residues, consistent with exchange to a minor,
activated species on a submillisecond timescale (11).
In this report, we identify the multiple conformations associated with the activated states of the hemagglutinin fusion peptide
at pH 4 by studying the conformational ensemble resulting from
a G8A mutation (HAfp23-G8A). The G8A mutation produces a
steric clash at the interface between the two helices when the
Gly8 pro-S hydrogen is replaced by a methyl group, thereby
opening the closed helical hairpin structure. The chemical shift
changes induced by the G8A mutation relative to HAfp23 closely
correlate with the exchange broadening seen in the wild-type
structure, making it an appropriate model for the activated state.
The G8A mutation is shown to interchange dynamically between
at least three different conformations: a lowly populated helical
hairpin closed structure and two opened structures. Here, we
characterize these structures at high resolution using residual
dipolar couplings (RDCs) and nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE)
restraints. The opened, activated states are likely intermediates
on the pathway to formation of the fusion pore when multiple
hemagglutinin trimers assemble in the later stages of fusion (20).
Results
Activated States of the Wild-Type Peptide Can Be Modeled by the
G8A Mutant. The wild-type HAfp23 fusion peptide adopts a heli-

cal hairpin structure at pH 7 and predominantly maintains
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this structure at pH 4, as demonstrated by the close agreement
between the pH 4 backbone RDCs and the helical hairpin
structure determined at neutral pH (11). However, backbone
relaxation measurements at pH 4 (Fig. 1) reveal a broadening
contribution that is indicative of an exchange process to one or
more lowly populated activated states.
We hypothesized that such an activated state likely would involve a disruption of the tightly packed helical hairpin structure.
By generating the G8A mutant (HAfp23-G8A), where the steric
clash of Ala8 with the backbone of the second helix destabilizes
the hairpin, an experimental model for the activated state of the
wild-type peptide is obtained, and we set out to prove that the
mutant is a good working model for the activated state.
The impact of the G8A mutation on the helical hairpin structure
is clearly revealed by comparing its backbone amide chemical shifts
(Fig. 2) and its diminished fusion activity (Fig. S1) to that of wildtype HAfp23. Chemical shifts are a sensitive measure of local
structure, and a number of residues show chemical shift changes
as large as 0.5 ppm and 4 ppm for 1HN and 15N nuclei, respectively,
with the largest changes occurring for residues involved in the
interhelical CαHα—O hydrogen bonds (Ala5, Gly13, Met17, Trp21)
and the turn region (Gly12–Gly16) of the helical hairpin.
With these chemical shift differences, we tested whether the
mutant HAfp23-G8A peptide could be used to model the relaxation broadening seen in Fig. 1, therefore testing its suitability
as an accurate model for the activated state of the wild-type peptide
Fig. 2. Transverse relaxation-optimized spectroscopy-HSQC spectra showing the backbone 1H and 15N chemical shifts, δ, at 900 MHz for the wild-type
HAfp23 (black), mutant HAfp23-G8A (red), and truncated HAfp14 (blue)
peptides in DPC micelles at pH 7. Black dotted lines are drawn to show the
changes in resonance positions among HAfp23, HAfp23-G8A, and HAfp14.
Peaks without assignment labels correspond to residues in the C-terminal
SGK4D tag; the Gly1 and Leu2 amides are not observed because of elevated
hydrogen exchange rates with water.

R2 = R02 +

Fig. 1. HAfp23 in DPC micelles at pH 4 shows evidence for conformational
exchange to an activated state populated by the open conformers of
HAfp23-G8A. (A) Backbone 15N R2 relaxation rates at 900 MHz measured
from a 15N R1ρ experiment at 32 °C for HAfp23 at pH 7 (●) and pH 4 (○),
reproduced from ref. 11. (B) The pH 4 15N R2 rates at 900 MHz are plotted
against the 15N chemical shift difference squared, Δω2, between the wildtype and HAfp23-G8A mutant at pH 7. Excluded from the plot are the
chemical shifts of Gly8 and Phe9, which are dominated by the covalent
modiﬁcation introduced by the G8A mutation, and residue 11, which becomes
protonated below pH 5.3 (13). 15N R2 rates are derived in the standard manner
(21) from 15N R1ρ measurements, carried out under conditions where ωSLτex « 1,
i.e. without suppressing the exchange contribution.
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Δω2cs p1 p2 τex
1 + ðωSL τex Þ2

;

[1]

where Δωcs (in radians per second) is the chemical shift difference between the native and activated states; p1 and p2 are their
populations; ωSL is the strength of the spin-lock ﬁeld used for the
T1ρ measurement; and τex is the time constant of the exchange
process, deﬁned as the inverse of the sum of the forward and
backward exchange rates. The ﬁrst term, R20, represents the
natural line width of the peptide, and it is governed by the overall
tumbling rate of the peptide–DPC complex and by picosecondto-nanosecond timescale internal motions. The second term represents the exchange broadening contribution to the R2 rate,
originating from the microsecond-to-millisecond dynamic processes that change chemical shift frequencies on the timescale
of the chemical shift evolution. For simplicity, the off-resonance
effect of the spin-lock ﬁeld is not shown in Eq. 1 but can be easily
included (21), as was done for all analyses in our study.
The 15N chemical-shift differences squared (Δωcs2), taken
between the HAfp23-G8A and the wild-type HAfp23 peptides,
show a strong linear correlation with the wild-type HAfp23 15N
R2 rates at pH 4 (Fig. 1B). This result illustrates that the 15N
chemical shifts of the G8A mutant closely correlate with those
of the HAfp23 activated state at low pH, and therefore substantiates the use of HAfp23-G8A as representative for the activated state of the wild-type HAfp23 peptide at pH 4.
G8A Mutant Is a Dynamic Tertiary-Level Conformational Mixture. In
the heteronuclear single-quantum coherence (HSQC) spectrum
PNAS | December 4, 2012 | vol. 109 | no. 49 | 19995
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at pH 4. The relaxation rate from a T1ρ spin-lock experiment can
be written to include exchange between two sets of states (21):

of the HAfp23-G8A mutant, the amide resonances fall close to
positions seen in the 14-residue N-terminal peptide, HAfp14, but
are slightly shifted toward those seen in the closed helical hairpin
of HAfp23 (Fig. 2). Because only a single set of peaks is observed
for HAfp23-G8A, and these lie on average between HAfp23 and
HAfp14, the HAfp23-G8A chemical shifts represent a population-weighted average between these two end-states, with an
exchange rate that is much faster than their chemical shift difference (21), i.e., on a time scale much faster than milliseconds.
The HAfp14 peptide, by its very nature, lacks the interhelical
hairpin contacts of the full-length peptide; however, it remains
helical from residues 2–14, as judged by its secondary chemical
shifts (12), and is therefore representative of an “open” structure
that lacks interhelical contacts. Clearly, the observation that the
HAfp23-G8A resonances fall much closer to HAfp14 than to the
hairpin structure of the wild-type sequence indicates that the mutant structure is predominantly open, analogous to the truncated
HAfp20, which also shows reduced fusion activity compared with
the full-length HAfp23 (15). Most of the HAfp23-G8A resonances
fall close to but not directly on the trace between the HAfp23 and
HAfp14 resonances, further suggesting that more than two states
are appreciably populated in the HAfp23-G8A peptide (see below).
RDCs also represent the conformation time-averaged over the
entire timescale from picoseconds to milliseconds (22, 23), and
internal motions that reorient internuclear vectors will result in
an attenuation of the corresponding dipolar couplings. The 1DNH
and 1DCαHα RDCs for the N-terminal helices (Leu2–Glu11) of
HAfp23 and HAfp23-G8A immersed in stressed acrylamide gels
(24, 25) are highly similar to one another (Fig. 3 A and B), conﬁrming that this region remains α-helical in the mutant, and also
indicating that the N-terminal helices in the wild-type and mutant peptides are subject to similar molecular alignments. However,
RDCs for the C-terminal helix (Trp14–Gly23) are signiﬁcantly
smaller for the HAfp23-G8A mutant, corresponding to an approximately threefold-weaker alignment strength (Fig. 3 C and
D), but ﬁt very well to the coordinates of the second helix in the
HAfp23 structure. Considering that the mutant is predominantly
in the open state (∼85%; see below), this observation indicates
that the second helix retains its secondary structure while sampling multiple orientations relative to the N-terminal helix, which

Fig. 3. Residual dipolar coupling analysis of wild-type HAfp23 (ﬁlled symbols) and mutant HAfp23-G8A. (open symbols). Experimental RDC values
were measured in stretched acrylamide gel at pH 7 for (A) 1DNH, circles, and
(B) 1DCαHα, triangles. Singular-value decomposition ﬁts of the HAfp23-G8A
RDCs to the (C) N-terminal helix (residues 2–11) and (D) C-terminal helix
(residues 14–23) of the hairpin structure (PDB ID code 2KXA) show good
agreement, but nearly threefold-smaller alignment strength for the C-terminal helix. The 1DCαHα RDCs in C and D have been scaled by 0.485 to account
for the difference in the static-limit dipolar coupling constant between 1H-13C
and 1H-15N dipolar interactions.
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remains tightly anchored in the micelle. In other words, the open
state itself is a dynamic ensemble of multiple structures, in which
both the N- and C-terminal helices remain largely intact.
Evaluation of the backbone chemical shifts in terms of secondary structure, using the TALOS+ program (26), conﬁrms that
both Leu2–Glu11 and Trp14–Tyr22 remain α-helical in HAfp23G8A, although a random coil index order parameter (RCI-S2)
analysis (27) indicates a decrease in local order for the last few
residues of the second helix (Fig. S2 A and B). Characteristic
α-helical NOE patterns between residues “i” and “i + 3” are seen
in both the N- and C-terminal helices (Fig. S2C), and stable hydrogen bonds in the two helices are responsible for the more than
20-fold protection from solvent exchange observed for the backbone amide protons (Fig. S2D). Together with the RDC data, the
chemical shift, hydrogen exchange, and NOE measurements
conﬁrm that both the N- and C-terminal helices remain largely
intact for HAfp23-G8A, and that the reduced alignment strength
seen for this C-terminal helix represents its tertiary-level reorientation with respect to the N-terminal helix/micelle complex.
The backbone 15N R1 and R2 relaxation rates and 15N-{1H}
NOE values probe the dynamic behavior of the molecule on the
picosecond-to-nanosecond timescale. For the N-terminal helix of
HAfp23 and HAfp23-G8A, the similar rates (Fig. 4) indicate
comparable tumbling times for the two peptides, which for HAfp23
is 10.9 ns (15). For the C-terminal helix, a modest increase in R1
and decrease in R2 point to an effective correlation time, τc,eff, that
is slightly shorter in the mutant. Presumably this lower τc,eff value
reﬂects the above-noted motion of the second helix relative to the
N-terminal helix–micelle complex. A detailed motional analysis remains difﬁcult due to the overlap in time scales between the overall
tumbling of the micelle–peptide complex, motion of the peptide
relative to the micelle (15, 28), and the reorientation of the second
helix. However, a reduced spectral density mapping analysis (29)
(Fig. S3) suggests a motional time scale in the ∼100-ns range for
the second helix, which is too slow to contribute signiﬁcantly to
the 15N-{1H} NOE, but has a nonnegligible impact on R1 and R2.
Populations of the Closed and Open States for the G8A Mutant. The
chemical shift and NOE data can be used as separate and independent parameters to quantify the populations of the open
and closed states of HAfp23-G8A. To estimate the population
from chemical shifts, we used the wild-type HAfp23 peptide as
a reference for the closed helical hairpin state, and the HAfp14
peptide as a reference for the open states. The chemical shifts of
these two peptides therefore serve as endpoints between the fully
closed and open structures of the ﬁrst helix (residues 2–12). The
population-weighted average chemical shifts of Fig. 2 then can
be used to estimate the populations for the individual conformations (closed, HAfp23; open, HAfp14) in the HAfp23-G8A
sample. Using the relation


*
*
= popen δHAfp14
− δ*HAfp23 ;
[2]
δ*HAfp23−G8A − δHAfp23

the chemical shifts, δ*, and their differences can be plotted together to yield the population of the open conformers, popen,
from the slope. The range in chemical shifts, δ, varies for different
types of nuclei, and therefore appropriately scaled chemical shifts,
δ*, were used to generate the plot (see SI Materials and Methods
for details). The linear correlation in chemical shifts (Fig. 5A)
conﬁrms that, on average, the HAfp23-G8A chemical shifts fall
between those of HAfp23 and HAfp14, with a population of 85 ±
4% for the open conformations in HAfp23-G8A.
Very weak interhelical NOE interactions (e.g., between Ala5
and Trp21) remain present in HAfp23-G8A, indicating that
there still exists a minor population of the closed helical hairpin
structure in this mutant, and their intensities relative to those
seen in the native HAfp23 structure provide a second, independent measure for the residual population of the closed hairpin
state. As discussed previously, the timescale for exchange is much
faster than the evolution timescale of the chemical shifts, yet much
Lorieau et al.

slower than the overall rotational correlation time. Therefore, the
NOE simply represents the population-weighted average of
the NOE for the different conformers. If we assume, at ﬁrst, that
the interhelical NOEs can build up only in the closed conformation, where the interproton distances are within ∼6 Å, the
population-weighted NOE rate is expected to be weaker by a
factor pclosed, representing the population of the closed state.
This relation uses the fact that the NOE datasets for HAfp23 and
HAfp23-G8A were collected with the same mixing times and
that both peptides have approximately the same overall tumbling
times, a condition validated by the 15N relaxation rates.
A comparison of the long-range NOEs between HAfp23 and
HAfp23-G8A, after referencing to an internal cross-peak of ﬁxed
distance (Ala5Hα–Hβ) to account for differences in absolute peptide concentration in the two samples, shows that most of the
interhelical NOEs in the HAfp23-G8A spectrum are about sevenfold attenuated compared with wild-type HAfp23 (Fig. 5B).
This NOE-derived population, pclosed = 14 ± 4% or popen = 86 ±
4%, agrees well with the 85 ± 4% open population derived independently from chemical shifts (Fig. 5A), and therefore, populations of 15% and 85% for the closed and open states, respectively,
were used in all subsequent analyses. It is interesting to note,
however, that several long-range NOEs, in particular those between
protons from residues Phe9 and Met17, have intensities in HAfp23G8A that are higher than expected from only closed-state contributions (Fig. 5B), indicating that these protons must be within
∼6 Å of one another in at least some of the open structures.
Structure of the HAfp23-G8A Conformers. To identify the conformations sampled by the ∼85% population of HAfp23-G8A open
states, we subtracted the RDCs corresponding to the ∼15%
Lorieau et al.
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Fig. 4. The backbone 15N relaxation rates at 600 (circle) and 900 MHz (triangle) for HAfp23 (11) (solid symbols) and HAfp23-G8A (open symbols) in
DPC micelles at pH 7.

helical hairpin population, measured previously for the wild-type
structure, thereby generating an “open-only” RDC dataset. Direct subtraction of the HAfp23 RDCs (after scaling by 0.15) is
possible because the closed-to-open exchange rate is slower than
the overall rotational correlation time (30), and aligned HAfp23
and HAfp23-G8A samples were created under matching conditions with the same alignment strength. The open-state RDCs
show the large amplitude helical oscillatory pattern for the residues in the N-terminal helix, but much smaller RDCs for the
C-terminal helix (Fig. S4).
At a minimum, two open conformations of the C-terminal
helix relative to that of the N-terminal helix–micelle aggregate
are needed to accurately model the smaller RDCs of the Cterminal helix. Including the ∼15% population of the closed
state, HAfp23-G8A spectral data therefore represent the average over at least three conformers. The limited number of experimental NMR observables relative to the degrees of freedom
needed to uniquely deﬁne the individual conformers contributing
to even a two-state equilibrium has proven challenging in the
past, and a number of special approaches have been developed
to solve such problems (31, 32). These approaches include the
measurement of paramagnetic relaxation enhancement (33) and
extraction of the chemical shifts of a lowly populated conformer
to derive its structure (34). For HAfp23-G8A, the experimental
data correspond to an even-more-challenging three-conformer
equilibrium, but the structure of one of these conformers, the
closed hairpin state, is already known accurately. We therefore
modeled our three conformers by including a 15% population
for a closed helical hairpin conformation that must closely mimic
the structure of the wild-type, and two open-state conformations.
The structures of all three conformers were then determined by
using the knowledge that both the N- and C-terminal helix remain largely intact in all three conformers, thereby limiting the
degrees of freedom required to deﬁne these structures; this allows
these HAfp23-G8A structures to be determined from the NOEs
and RDCs by using the protocol described in SI Materials and
Methods, Structure Calculations.

Fig. 5. Population of the open conformations for HAfp23-G8A from (A)
chemical shift and (B) 1H-1H NOE data. (A) The differences in the 1HN (black),
1 α
H (green), 15N (red), and 13Cα (blue) backbone chemical shifts among
HAfp23 (completely closed conformation), HAfp14 (completely open conformation), and HAfp23-G8A (open/closed mixture) at pH 7 show a high
degree of correlation with a slope of 85 ± 4%, corresponding to the population of the open conformation(s) for HAfp23-G8A. The chemical shift differences have been scaled (δ*) relative to 1HN by the following factors
derived from database SDs in secondary chemical shifts: 15N = 0.181, 13Cα =
0.315, 1Hα = 1.373. Chemical shifts from the site of mutation, residue 8, and
the C-terminal residues of HAfp14, Gly13, and Trp14 were not included in
the ﬁt. (B) Intensities of interhelical NOEs in HAfp23 and HAfp23-G8A show
a similar correlation with a slope of 14 ± 4%, corresponding to the population
of the closed helical hairpin conformation. Open symbols correspond to NOEs
between Met17 and the aromatic side chain of Phe9 and have been excluded
from the ﬁt, because they show evidence for close proximity in the open
structures.
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temperature used in all other experiments, allowed probing of
the exchange process for the wild-type peptide (Fig. 7).
Two sets of parameters are obtained from ﬁtting the 1H relaxation dispersion curves: p1p2Δωcs2, and the exchange time
constant, τex, which represents the inverse sum of the opening
and closing rates. For a concerted conformational change, a
common exchange time constant is expected for all residues, and
indeed a common τex = 28 ± 1 μs sufﬁced to ﬁt all of the relaxation dispersion curves at 12 °C. The best-ﬁt values for
p1p2Δωcs2, again using the chemical shift differences between
HAfp23 and HAfp23-G8A at 12 °C and pH 7, gives an openstate population of 20–28% (Fig. S5). This estimate agrees well
with the open population of 21 ± 4% determined using the
chemical shifts from the HAfp14 peptide (Fig. S6), as was done
in the analysis of Fig. 5.

Fig. 6. Structures for the 33 lowest-energy three-conformer ensembles of
HAfp23-G8A, and ribbon model representations of the three conformers
taken from the ensemble with lowest total energy. The structures have interhelical angles of 159° ± 1°, 110° ± 6°, and 73° ± 11° for the helical hairpin
(black), the L-shaped (blue), and the extended (red) conformations, respectively. The structures have been aligned to yield minimal coordinate
rmsd for the backbone heavy atoms of residues 3–10 for each conformer.
The ribbon models include side chains for the bulky hydrophobic residues,
highlighting the amphiphilic character of all three structures, with hydrophobic residues all located on one face of each conformer.

Next to the closed hairpin structure, the ensemble (Fig. 6;
Table S1) includes two conformations for the open state: an extended and an L-shaped structure. The contribution of each open
conformer to the observed RDCs is such that the helical oscillations in the N-terminal residues add constructively, whereas the
helical oscillations in the C-terminal residues are out of phase and
largely cancel one another. Note that due to the manner in which
RDCs are used in the structure determination process, the conformations of the extended and L-shaped structures are rather
insensitive to their relative populations (SI Materials and Methods).
The closed and two open structures each have a natural amphiphilic proﬁle such that the hydrophobic and hydrophilic side
chains are segregated on opposite sides of the peptide (Fig. 6).
Structures of these conformers were calculated in the absence of
lipids, and at no stage during the structure determination process
was there any explicit or implicit restraint to invoke the segregation of side chains by polarity. However, from a physical perspective, this outcome appears plausible because it strongly
suggests that for all three conformers the two helices remain
located at the lipid/water interface of the detergent micelle. For
both open conformers, the close proximity of the Phe9 and
Met17 side chains is responsible for the elevated NOE intensities
observed between these residues (Fig. 5B).

Discussion
Acidiﬁcation of the endosome triggers a key step in the fusion of
the viral and endosomal membranes, which ultimately results in
formation of a pore connecting the interior of the virus to the
cytosol of the host cell. After proteolytic cleavage of hemagglutinin into its two subunits, HA2 becomes the physical link between the viral envelope and the endosomal membrane. Though
the HA2 C-terminal transmembrane helix anchors to the virus,
its N-terminal fusion peptide becomes embedded in the surface
of the endosomal membrane. At neutral pH, this fusion peptide
adopts a helical hairpin shape, and prior NMR data indicate this
shape is predominantly maintained even when lowering the pH
below the pKa value of its acidic side chains (11). In its hairpin
conformation, this fusion peptide is too small to span a bilayer
and to participate in the formation of the previously postulated
transmembrane pore (19). However, at low pH, our data show
clear evidence for transient population of a minor, activated state,
with relaxation dispersion experiments providing a tight link
between the conformation of this activated state and that of a
G8A mutant, which destabilizes the hairpin structure of the fusion
peptide. This activated state itself is shown to consist of two stable
helices switching between L-shape and extended arrangements,
where the L-shape provides an intermediate step in transitioning
from the hairpin to the extended structure. Although a minimum
of two open structures sufﬁces to ﬁt the experimental NMR data,
a much wider array of interhelical angles presumably is sampled,
because both the L-shape and extended shape lack any prominent
features that stabilize their relative helix orientations. Attempting

Time Scale of Exchange to the Activated States for Wild-Type HAfp23
at pH 4. The time scale for the opening and closing transition of

the wild-type peptide at pH 4 can be probed by a relaxation
dispersion NMR experiment (21, 35), where the magnetization
decay is probed as a function of the strength of an applied spinlock ﬁeld, ωSL (Eq. 1). However, exchange processes on a time
scale much faster than the spin-lock nutation frequency remain
invisible in such measurements. For this reason, attempts to
measure the exchange rates by the commonly used 15N relaxation
dispersion experiment proved unsuccessful. However, carrying out
relaxation dispersion measurements on the amide protons, where
much stronger spin-lock ﬁelds are available (36), and cooling the
sample temperature to 12 °C, instead of the 32 °C sample
19998 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1213801109

Fig. 7. 1H relaxation dispersion data from a 1H T1ρ experiment for 2H, 13C,
15
N-labeled HAfp23 at pH 4 and 12 °C. Relaxation dispersion curves are
shown for R2unlike (36) of several representative residues. Curves were ﬁt to
Eq. 1 with a spin-lock ﬁeld offset correction (21), and a common τex value of
28 ± 1 μs was ﬁt for all residues.
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to generate a single model that ﬁts the experimental restraints
using the standard NMR protocol, as was done for the truncated
HAfp20 peptide, which is ∼90% open (12), results in a structure
that bears similarity to the previously reported static boomerang
shape (9, 10), but cannot fully satisfy the NOE and RDC data.
The conformational change between closed and open structures appears to be driven by the changes in protonation states of
the acidic side chains, somewhat analogous to that seen in subunit c of ATP synthase (37). Neutralization of the Glu11 and
Asp19 side chains in HAfp23 upon acidiﬁcation of the endosome
favors deeper burial of the peptide in the apolar region of the
phospholipids (11), thereby driving the partial transition to the
activated open states. In its ﬁnal stage, fusion is then believed to
progress through a mechanism where the N- and C-terminal
helices of multiple hemagglutinin trimers zipper together in an
antiparallel fashion to form a competent fusion pore (20). Opening of the fusion peptide therefore appears a requisite step for
adopting a helical structure that is sufﬁciently long to traverse
the lipid bilayer, which is needed to allow formation of the stipulated oligomeric fusion pore structure, assembled from fusion
peptides and HA2 C-terminal transmembrane helices (38).
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BIOPHYSICS AND
COMPUTATIONAL BIOLOGY

The HAfp23-G8A and HAfp14 peptides of the H1 serotype were expressed
and puriﬁed as fusion proteins with the IgG-binding domain B1 of streptococcal protein G (GB1; PDB ID code 3GB1) at the N terminus and a polyionic
solubilization sequence, SGKKKKD, at the C terminus to aid in the puriﬁcation. The GB1 sequence was removed by Factor Xa proteolytic cleavage.
Details on the amino acid sequence and puriﬁcation protocol are presented in
SI Materials and Methods.
Uniformly, 13C,15N-, and 15N-enriched samples were prepared with a peptide concentration of 0.3–0.6 mM and 130–150 mM DPC. NMR experiments
were conducted at 600 and 900 MHz. NMR ensembles were calculated using
NOE distance restraints, RDCs, and TALOS+ dihedral restraints using XPLORNIH v2.31. For details, see SI Materials and Methods.

